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STEEL DYNAMICS | SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

About Our Report

This report was developed to share our sustainability story and 
reflects the Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting 
Standards (GRI Standards), which provide a framework for 
organizations to report on the impacts and management of 
economic, social and environmental matters. At the end of  
this report, we have included an index referencing this  
report’s applicable GRI standards. 
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Mark D. Millett

Co-Founder, Director, President  
and Chief Executive Officer

From  
Mark D.  
Millett

Welcome to the inaugural Steel Dynamics Sustainability Report. Founded in 
1993, today Steel Dynamics is one of the largest and most diversified domestic 
steel producers and metals recyclers in the United States, combined with a 
downstream steel fabrication manufacturing platform. While this is our first 
formal report, Steel Dynamics had a focus toward sustainability from the start, 
valuing our employees, partners and communities while producing steel  
using electric arc furnace technology, utilizing recycled ferrous scrap as the 
primary raw material, which has a much lower environmental impact than 
traditional technologies. 
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This facility (Iron Dynamics) is the 
only one of its kind, and both re-
duces the cost to produce steel 
and increases the productivity at 
our Butler Flat Roll Division. 

Another example of how we 
innovatively think about how to 
utilize secondary material streams 
is our construction of a facility to 
produce copper rod from recycled 
copper scrap that we collect at 
our metals recycling platform—the 
only one of its kind in the United 
States. This creative approach  
allows us to upgrade copper 
scrap, providing an outlet for  
this material for our metals  
recycling operations. 

We are committed to maintain-
ing the highest ethical standards 
and to the demonstration of 
strong corporate citizenship  
in all areas.  

2017 was a tremendous year 
with numerous achievements, 
both operationally and finan-
cially. Most importantly, this 
was accomplished while con-
tinuing to improve our safety 
performance. We executed 
our strategic initiatives, while 
further strengthening an already 
firm financial foundation, and 
we remain poised for continued 
responsible growth. By virtue 
of our exceptional operating 
culture, experienced employee 
base and performance-based 
incentive programs, we are 
uniquely positioned to take 
advantage of each opportunity. 
Our growth must be mindful of 
resources, additive to consistent 
profit margins, counter-cyclical  
where possible, and be in 

We have 
grown 
during our first 25 years in 
responsible steelmaking 
capability, and through divers-
ification of products and 
supply chain differentiation. 
We intentionally developed 
into a vertically connected 
metals company comprised of 
our upstream metals recycling 
platform, a secure source 
for our primary raw material, 
and our downstream steel 
fabrication business, a value-
added outlet for our steel 
products. We believe our unique 
business model benefits us 
operationally, financially and 
through the responsible use 
of our resources, in all market 
environments. Our innovative 
approach is one of our core 
focuses and strengths which we 
utilize not only throughout our 
existing and future businesses, 
but also as we think about our 
employees, partners, communi-
ties and environmental impact. 

As an example of our ingenuity 
to continue to improve our 
environmental impact while 
bettering our operations, we 
developed a process to create 
a substitute iron source for our 
steel operations in a molten form 
(liquid pig iron) from primarily 
secondary material streams. 

areas where our culture of 
performance-based incentive 
compensation and ownership 
mentality can thrive. 

Our overall strategy is to be 
the safest, most efficient 
producer of high-quality, 
broadly differentiated, 
diversified, value-added steel 
products, creating the highest 
level of sustainable earnings 
for the long-term benefit 
of all involved —employees, 
families, communities, vendors, 
customers and shareholders.  
We are creating shareholder 
value through responsible, 
efficient capital allocation, with 
an intentional focus toward 
continued strategic growth. 

As we continue down the path 
of strategic growth, we recog-
nize that being a good steward 
of our resources is essential. We 
continuously look for opportu-
nities to improve our processes, 
equipment and technology to 
be more efficient. Our current 
operations and growth strategy 
are aligned with a focus toward 
sustainability of resources. 
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Awards 

In 2018, Steel Dynamics was named by 
FORTUNE as one of the World’s Most  

Admired Companies. 

Steel Dynamics was recognized as the  
2018 Steel Producer of the Year by the American 

Metal Market. It is one of the most prestigious and 

recognizable awards programs for the global steel 

industry.



We are committed to operating in a sustainable manner by continuing to identify areas 
for improvement and, where appropriate, implementing action plans to accomplish those 
improvements in our day-to-day business. This inaugural report presents an opportunity for 
communicating our ongoing sustainability efforts.  In future years, we will continue evaluating 
company-wide progress, including elevating our goals to achieve further improvements in our 
sustainable business model.  We strive to advance our industry-leading safety programs, improve 
employee engagement, respond to environmental opportunities and strengthen the communities 
where we live and work.

Valuing our 
customers

 Our focus to be our 
customers’ preferred 
partner is displayed by 
providing the highest 
quality products and 
supply-chain solutions, 
exceeding both their 
current expectations 
and anticipating  
their future needs.  

Valuing our 
people 

The importance we 
place on our culture, 
employee safety, 
health, respect 
and development 
opportunities drives 
our long-term success 
and growth of 
shareholder value. The 
safety and welfare of 
our employees is our 
number-one priority. 
Nothing surpasses the 
importance of creating 
and maintaining a  
safe work environment. 
   

Valuing our  
environment 

Our “Vertically 
Connected Sustainable 
Production Life 
Cycle” enhances 
and complements 
our commitment to 
high environmental 
standards in all areas. 
Additionally, our 
performance-based 
incentive programs 
constantly encourage 
our employees to 
create innovative 
solutions to reduce raw 
material usage, reuse 
secondary materials 
and generally increase 
material conservation 
and recycling. 

 Valuing our  
communities 

In addition to 
supporting almost 
8,000 employees 
and their families, 
we also benefit the 
communities where we 
work and live, through 
donations from our 
charitable foundation 
and corporate contri-
butions. Just as  
important, we strongly 
encourage our  
employees to give time  
to active community 
volunteerism. 

$15 

$21 

MILLION STEEL DYNAMICS 

FOUNDATION, INC. DISTRIBUTIONS 

SINCE INCEPTION IN 2008

MILLION ADDITIONAL STEEL DYNAMICS, 

INC. COMPANY-WIDE CHARITABLE 

CONTRIBUTIONS OVER THE LAST TEN YEARS

65% OF OUR STEEL AND STEEL FABRICATION  
SALES ARE VALUE-ADDED

99% OF TOTAL SYSTEM WATER DEMAND 
WAS REUSED DURING 2017

17% REDUCTION IN TOTAL RECORDABLE 
INJURY RATE DURING 2017
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Our Strategic Pillars

SAFETY

CULTURE

CUSTOMER COMMITMENT

GROWTH

INNOVATION

FINANCIAL STRENGTH

Our Six 
Pillars

Steel Dynamics is driven by six core pillars that define 
our company. We hold true to each of these elements 
that differentiate us. They bring us together with  
a common focus and they provide the foundation  
upon which we operate and grow. 
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 “OUR SIX PILLARS AND THE TEAM’S EXECUTION OF THEM EACH DAY  
HAS DRIVEN OUR SUCCESS AND SUSTAINABILITY.”  Mark Millett
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Culture

Our entrepreneurial culture 
fosters a team of energetic, 
positive, driven and 
innovative individuals by 
utilizing open communication 
and performance-based 
compensation aligned to  
our long-term strategy.  
This results in safe, low-
cost and highly efficient 
operations, which drive  
best-in-class operating  
and financial performance.

02

Safety

Creating and maintaining a 
safe work environment is at 
the core of our values, our 
number-one priority. We want 
every individual to go home 
safely at the end of each day 
and to take an active role in 
remaining safe both on the 
job and at home. Our goal is 
zero incidents—no accidents, 
no lost workdays, no injuries. 
We will not be satisfied until 
our goal is achieved by taking 
team-based and personal 
responsibility for creating and 
maintaining a safe working 
environment at every location. 
Every individual must take an 
active role in safety. 

01

Our stories

BASED ON THE CURIOSITY OF A PRODUCTION LINE EMPLOYEE, WE ENTERED THE PAINTED FLAT ROLL 

STEEL MARKET AND DIFFERENTIATED THE SUPPLY CHAIN TO BENEFIT BOTH US AND OUR CUSTOMERS. 

THE EMPLOYEE NOTICED HIGH VOLUMES OF STEEL GOING TO AN OUTSIDE PROCESSING COMPANY 

AND INQUIRED INTO WHAT ADDITIONAL PROCESSING WAS TAKING PLACE THERE. THE DIVISION’S 

MANAGEMENT TEAM BECAME INVOLVED AND VISITED THE CUSTOMER, NOTING THEY WERE SENDING 

THE PRODUCT FROM US TO BE PAINTED BY A THIRD PARTY—A PROCESS VERY SIMILAR TO OUR 

EXISTING PROCESSING LINES. AFTER A VISIT AND SOME GROUNDWORK, WE SAW CONSIDERABLE 

Superior

Culture 
Drives 
Success 

 

Enhance Customer 
Relationships and 
Commitment

We focus on being a 
preferred partner with 
our customers through 
providing outstanding 
products and solutions that 
exceed expectations, as we 
anticipate their future needs 
and deliver greater value.

03

7 8



06
Financial Strength  
and Flexibility

We have one of the most 
diversified product offerings 
in the industry. Coupled 
with the high variability of 
our operating costs and our 
vertically connected business 
platforms, this results in 
higher utilization and lower 
costs, providing strong cash 
flow generation through  
both strong and weak  
market cycles.

OPPORTUNITY IN THE COST STRUCTURE AND SUPPLY CHAIN MODEL. THE TEAM 

QUICKLY MADE A DECISION TO CONSTRUCT A FLAT ROLL PAINT LINE AT OUR 

BUTLER FLAT ROLL DIVISION. IT WAS A GAME CHANGER. TODAY, WE OPERATE 

THREE PAINT LINES. WE WERE ABLE TO STREAMLINE AND DIFFERENTIATE 

THE SUPPLY CHAIN, LOWER THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT BY REDUCING 

TRANSPORTATION OF MATERIALS, PROVIDE TIME AND COST SAVINGS TO THE 

CUSTOMER AND HIGH-MARGIN PRODUCT DIVERSIFICATION FOR US.

05
Drive Innovation

Through employee creativity 
and ingenuity, we drive 
innovation to improve 
safety, quality, productivity 
and resource sustainability. 
We do so by implementing 
innovative technologies 
and processes in order to 
perform at the highest level, 
and to consistently achieve 
excellence in all that we do.

Strategic Growth, 
Intentional Margin 
Expansion and 
Consistency  
Through the Cycle

We are one of the largest 
steel producers and metals 
recycling companies in the 
United States, with one of the 
most diversified, high-margin 
product portfolios. Our track 
record of intentional, value-
driven growth has propelled 
this diversification in both 
end markets and product 
offerings to sustain continued 
higher volume and profitability 
throughout both strong and 
weak market environments. 
We are squarely focused 
on continued strategic and 
responsible growth.

04
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2017 External Revenues

Steel Steel Fabrication Metals Recycling

72% 9% 15%

Uniquely 
Steel 
Dynamics 

02

Differentiation is core to our business model. We focus on setting 
ourselves apart in everything we do, as demonstrated through 
our highly variable incentive compensation programs, our product 
offerings and end-market diversification. The six principles on the 
following pages drive our differentiation strategy.
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Entrepreneurial,  
unique culture

Our entrepreneurial culture 
is at the core of our success, 
and is driven by our extensive, 
performance-based 
compensation philosophy 
for those on the plant floor 
all the way to executive 
leaders. Over 60% of a 
plant floor employee’s total 
potential compensation is 
“at risk” to achieving both 
quality production and cost-
effectiveness. Over 85% of 
our executive officers’ total 
potential compensation is 
“at risk” to company-wide 
financial performance metrics 
that encourage long-term 
value creation.

Employees are passionate 
about delivering quality 
products and excellent service  
to our customers. Our common 
goal of consistently achieving 
excellence in all we do is 
reflected in the esprit de corps 
that permeates our company.

Diversified, Value-Added 
Product Portfolio—
Systematic Organic  
and Inorganic Growth

We have one of the most 
diversified, high-margin 
product offerings of any 
domestic steel producer.  
We have a track record 
of growth, driving this 
diversification in both end 
market sectors and product 
offerings to sustain higher 
volume and profitability 
through varying market 
environments.

We consider over 65% of our 
2017 total steel and fabrication 
sales to be value-added.

Vertical integration and 
pull-through volume

Our vertical integration 
contributes to higher through- 
cycle steel production 
utilization. The power of pull- 
through volume, or steel that  
can be sourced as raw material  
from our own steel mills, 
is a significant contributor 
to higher through-cycle 
steel production utilization 
rates. Our fabrication and 
manufacturing operations 
source a portion of their steel 
needs from our steel mills. 

A synergistic relationship also 
exists between our steel and 
metals recycling operations. 
Our metals recycling platform 
is the largest supplier of  
recycled ferrous scrap raw  
material to our steel operations.  
This allows us to reduce  
company-wide working capital  
needs, as we keep less  
inventory at the steel mills. 
Additionally, as a consistent 
consumer of recycled ferrous 
scrap from our metals recy-
cling team, our steel mills help 
maintain steady sales volume 
for the platform.

11 12
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Low-cost, highly  
efficient operations

Our product diversification and 
vertical integration contribute 
to our low-cost profile. Coupled 
with our highly variable operating 
cost structure, and our focus 
toward continued operating 
innovation and efficiency, we 
remain one of the lowest-cost 
domestic steel producers.

Our stories

Sustainable through- 
the-cycle performance

Based in part on our low, 
highly variable cost structure, 
adaptable value-added product 
mix and performance-driven in-
centive compensation program, 
we are able to consistently out-
perform our peers in all market 
environments, while providing 
strong cash flow generation.

Strong capital  
foundation

All of these factors  
drive a strong, adaptable  
financial foundation to 
responsibly support both 
current operations and 
continued strategic growth.

TO FURTHER DIVERSIFY, PROVIDE VALUE-ADDED PRODUCTS 

AND GROW THE COLUMBUS FLAT ROLL DIVISION, WE INVESTED  

$100 MILLION IN A PAINT LINE AND GALVALUME® EXPANSION. 

WE WERE LOOKING FOR WAYS TO DIVERSIFY OUR END 

MARKETS INTO HIGHER-MARGIN PRODUCTS, RATHER THAN 

FOCUSING SOLELY ON COMMODITY-GRADE STEEL. WHEN 

COLUMBUS WAS ACQUIRED BY STEEL DYNAMICS IN 2014, 

ITS PRODUCTS WERE PRIMARILY CONCENTRATED IN THE 

ENERGY SEGMENT. LEADERSHIP’S ABILITY TO QUICKLY MAKE 

THIS STRATEGIC INVESTMENT TO INCREASE MARGINS AND 

BROADEN PRODUCT MIX CREATED MORE STABILITY SO THAT 

MARKET LOWS HAVE A SMALLER IMPACT ON OUR BUSINESS 

AND THE MARKET HIGHS ARE EVEN HIGHER. 

Investing for 
Stability  
and Growth
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 Financial 
Performance

03

13 14

Steel Dynamics is differentiated through our core operating and 
leadership principles—the six pillars of our company. We create 
long-term shareholder value through a responsible, efficient and 
balanced capital allocation strategy with an intentional focus on 
continued value-driven growth.

Efficient use of capital is a continuous focus at all levels from the  
board of directors and executive leadership to those producing  
and selling our products. 
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 1 2017 adjusted net income excludes the one-time U.S. Federal Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 tax benefit and debt refinancing costs, 2016 excludes charges related 

to litigation settlement, non-cash asset impairment related to Mining Resources and Mesabi Mining operations, and debt refinancing and repayment activities 

costs. 2015 excludes non-cash asset impairment and other charges related to the company’s metals recycling operations and debt refinancing costs. 2014 

excludes non-cash asset impairment charges related to Mesabi Nugget operations and acquisition costs related to Columbus Flat Roll Division.

2017 Steel Dynamics  
Total Direct Economic Value
2017 Direct Economic Value Generated: $9,549M

Selected Financial Data 
Millions of dollars

 2017  2016 2015 2014 2013

Net Sales  $ 9,539  $ 7,777  $ 7,594  $ 8,756  $ 7,373

Operating Income (Loss)   1,067   728   (73)   320   387 

Adjusted Operating Income 1   1,067   861  398   612   387 

Net Income (Loss) Attributable  
to Steel Dynamics, Inc.

  813   382   (130)    157     189   

Adjusted Net Income Attributable  
to Steel Dynamics, Inc.1

  641   472   178   323   189 

Cash Flow from Operations   740   853   1,054   628   312 

Capital Expenditures   165   198   115   112   187 

Share Repurchases   252   25   -   -   -

$3,546M $294M

$3,629M Recycled Scrap $500M Economic value retained

$965M  Employee wages, compensation, 
benefits and development

$146M  Dividends paid

$135M Interest paid

$331M  Payments to governments

$3M  Community investments

Depreciation and Amortization
Other Operating Costs
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Making 
safety  
part of  
our daily 
lives

At Steel Dynamics, valuing people includes providing a safe work 
environment and creating a culture of safety that extends beyond 
work, to our homes and communities. Safety is and always will be our 
primary focus and a core value. Our goal is to achieve zero incidents— 
no accidents, no lost workdays, no injuries.

This is achievable when we all work together. It requires commitment 
from leadership and employees at every level to take ownership  
and responsibility for their safety and the safety of others. Under  
no circumstance will the drive to produce override the need to do  
our jobs safely. 
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Safety is our #1 core pillar. Safety is always at the forefront and is a topic  
of discussion at meetings across the company, whether led by an employee,  
a supervisor or manager. Management is engaged and continuously evaluates  
where we are now and how we can improve. We believe getting every  
employee engaged in safety will lead to zero incidents. 

Management 
Commitment

04 05

Safety Program

We have established a workplace safety 
program to assist in providing a safe work 
environment. The leadership team across the 
company is responsible for implementing, 
monitoring and evaluating the program. 
However, its success depends on the 
awareness and personal commitment of  
all employees. It is everyone’s responsibility 
to be watchful of their own safety and the 
safety of others. 

Each employee is accountable for being 
thoroughly knowledgeable of and observing 
all safety practices. In fact, most of the safety 
improvement ideas come from employees. 
Those with ideas or suggestions for improved 
safety in the workplace are encouraged to 
discuss them with leadership.

04
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Core Safety Group

In 2015, we formed the Core Safety Group 
(CSG), which today guides the company-wide 
safety culture and program for 100% of our 
employees. The CSG consists of members 
with both safety and operational expertise 
from each of the company’s three primary 
operating platforms: Steel Operations, Metals 
Recycling and Steel Fabrication. The CSG 
is the vehicle for our coordinated safety 
communication, collaboration and alignment 
across operating platforms and locations. 

STEEL DYNAMICS | SAFETY AND HEALTH

Awards 

Northern Indiana driver 
Gene Reed was awarded 
the Institute of Scrap 
Recycling Industries (ISRI) 
2016 driver of the year with 
46 years of accident-free 
driving over the road.

The Steel Manufacturing 
Association recognized 
four of our steel divisions 
for their excellent safety 
record with zero lost-  
time incidents in 2017 
(pictured above). 

OmniSource was awarded 
the ISRI 2017 and 2016 annual 
Vehicle Safety Award for 
Best Fleet Award Large Class 
for demonstrating a strong 
commitment to the safety of 
employees and public through 
effective fleet safety programs.

17 18
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The Core 
Safety 
Group’s

primary goal is to guide 
the overall safety program 
toward achievement of zero 
incidents. The CSG meets 
regularly at company facilities 
throughout all platforms 
and conducts onsite safety 
“walk-throughs,” interacting 
with employees, location 
safety coordinators and 
management to learn “what 
is” and “what may not be” 
effective with regard to  
safety practices. 

This process provides value 
not only to each location, 
but also to the CSG when 
establishing the direction for 
safety company-wide. We 
believe this is an essential part 
to improving safety, as the best 
ideas are derived from those 
closest to the work  
being performed. 

The actions of the Core 
Safety Group have resulted 
in numerous safety 
advancements throughout 
the company. Guidelines 
have been established for 
handling non-routine tasks 
and performing safety 
walkthroughs on a routine 
basis by all levels  
of management. 

Orientation guidelines 
and programs have been 
established for all new 
employees. Furthermore, 
many of our facilities have 
started their own safety 
groups that monitor and drive 
safety within their facilities by 
involving management and 
engaging employees.

Management commitment 
to safety is evident with 
the development of each 
division’s annual safety plan. 
This process requires each 
facility to establish an action 
plan for continuous safety 
improvement each year. 

As a result of CSG 
conversations, future facility 
safety plans will encourage 
employees to look beyond 
just near-term action items, 
to longer-term ideas. These 
longer-term goals encourage 
broader thinking and the 
development of ideas 
that will advance safety 
performance in the future.
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Safety Training

We ensure that safety training is provided for all 
individuals in their respective roles. Training covers 
potential safety and health hazards, and safe work 
practices and procedures to eliminate or minimize 
hazards. In addition, we provide information to 
employees through regular internal communication 
channels, such as employee meetings, one-on-one 
conversations, special speakers, location postings  
and other communications. 

We maintain a comprehensive safety training program 
that includes annual training initiatives for each facility. 
Key safety topics are identified specific to each facility 
and its unique needs. To remain relevant, updates are 
made regularly based on the latest safety findings.  
By maintaining a formal list of safety topics, we keep 
these initiatives top of mind. 

Each location receives a daily safety topic to be shared 
in informal toolbox talks or formal training. Each week, 
one of those topics will be related to safety at home  
or on the road to encourage safe actions outside  
of the workplace.
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We use a combination of formal, 
in-classroom training and video 
training. We develop videos 
using real footage of accidents 
and incidents or recreations of 
accidents to show industry-specific 
safety incidents and near-misses. 
This is another way to take safety 
to a personal and relatable level.

Evaluating safety
We ensure consistent incident 
reporting throughout the company, 
allowing for trending and analysis.

Our safety professionals conduct 
cross-divisional safety audits within 
each platform. These audits ensure 
safety standards are being met 
and proactively identify unsafe 
behaviors or conditions. This facility-
level accountability promotes 
alignment and supports a consistent, 
company-wide culture of safety.

Total Recordable Injury Rate*
During 2017, we improved and perfomed meaningfully better  

on each platform than industry benchmarks

*OSHA recordable incidents x 200,000/hours worked

STEEL DYNAMICS INDUSTRY
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Employee engagement

Employee engagement is key to our employees going home safely each day. It is our 
desire to inspire our employees to do the right thing, even when no one is watching.  
They are responsible to work safely not only for themselves, but for their families,  
loved ones and coworkers. 

Consistent  
improvement

During CSG onsite visits, the 
team may identify ways to 
improve existing practices 
and engagement, and share 
“best practices” across the 
organization. If company-
wide improvements are 
recommended, they are first 
discussed across the company 
at varying levels to ensure best 
implementation and support. 

Our entrepreneurial culture 
fosters employee-driven ideas 
and innovation. We believe 
employee empowerment 
drives superior outcomes and  
greater engagement.

Connecting subject 
matter experts

In certain cases when a 
safety initiative is identified, 
the CSG will form a team of 
subject matter experts from 
across the company. These 
experts develop solutions to 
specific safety challenges. 
Involving subject matter 
experts results in better 
outcomes and encourages 
greater companywide 
support at all levels. 

As an added benefit, these 
teams form relationships 
across operating locations, 
allowing them to consult 
with each other on future 
initiatives.

Gaining and sharing  
safety insights

We participate on safety 
committees and workshops 
with industry organizations, 
including the Steel 
Manufacturers Association, 
the Association for Iron 
& Steel Technology, the 
Steel Joist Institute and the 
Institute of Scrap Recycling 
Industries. 

Our role within these and 
other industry groups 
provides an opportunity 
to gain valuable industry 
insights and to share our  
own experience with  
other companies. 

We also regularly participate 
in safety benchmarking 
opportunities. Our teams 
visit other companies to learn 
their best safety practices, 
and we often host companies 
at our own facilities to share 
our experiences. 



04

Making safety 
conversational

Programs, policies and data all have their role in 
driving safety, but communicating the personal side 
of the safety story often has the greatest impact. We 
bring in speakers to share their personal stories with 
our employees to foster a personal connection to 
the importance of safety. For example, Ricky Rollins, 
a retired melt shop manager with over 20 years 
experience at our Butler Flat Roll Division, now tours 
our facilities speaking to employees about safety. 
He was the company’s first lost-time injury, and now 
shares his story to encourage others to take preemptive 
actions to protect themselves against injury and 
maintain their health both on and off the job. 

We share employee safety stories through our “My 
Story, Our Safety” video library. Employees describe 
their work and personal safety stories. They share 
lessons learned and often personal impacts resulting 
from these incidents. These videos are available 
to employees and are effective at elevating safety 
engagement as employees learn from their peers.

Our stories
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AN EMPLOYEE WAS DIGGING A POND ON HIS PROPERTY, UTILIZING A FRONT-END LOADER.  

HE PREVIOUSLY HAD NOT BEEN USING A SEAT BELT OR ROLLOVER PROTECTION. HE MADE 

THE DECISION TO UTILIZE BOTH SAFETY DEVICES AFTER LISTENING TO A MOTIVATIONAL 

SPEAKER WHO HAD A SIGNIFICANT INJURY TELL HIS SAFETY STORY DURING A COMPANY 

SAFETY TRAINING SUMMIT. THAT EVENING AS THE INDIVIDUAL WAS COMPLETING THE POND 

WORK, THE GROUND GAVE WAY, AND HIS TRACTOR FLIPPED. DUE TO THE USE OF SAFETY 

PROTECTION MEASURES, HE WAS NOT INJURED. HE LEARNED FROM THE SPEAKER THAT 

DAY TO BE SAFE NOT ONLY FOR YOURSELF, BUT FOR THE ONES YOU LOVE. THIS EXAMPLE 

ILLUSTRATES THE IMPORTANCE OF MAKING SAFETY A STATE OF MIND, NOT ONLY AT WORK, 

BUT AT HOME AS WELL.

Safe  
decisions 
save lives
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Awards 
Thomas “Ike” Isaac was the recipient of the  
Steel Manufacturers Association 2018 Don B. Daily 
Achievement in Safety Award. He was recognized 
for this prestigious award due to his extraordinary 
dedication to improving safety in the industry. After 
a near-miss incident in 2007, Ike began to lead 
morning safety meetings at his location. His passion is 
apparent, and he continues to educate his co-workers 
on the importance of operating safely.

Thomas “Ike” Isaac

Ricky Rollins



Safety Alerts

Reaching our goal of zero safety incidents requires a culture of open 
communication where employees at all locations can learn from incidents 
and best practices. Through collaborative communication, we keep 
safety top of mind, share ideas and raise awareness at the highest levels. 
When safety-related incidents or “near-misses” occur, facility teams 
perform effective root-cause analysis, developing a comprehensive list 
of corrective/preventive action items. Our locations share the details via 
communications we refer to as “Safety Alerts,” that are classified as:

INJURIES 

PROPERTY DAMAGE

NEAR MISS

BEST PRACTICE

These alerts are shared throughout the company and viewed as positive 
opportunities to learn, improve and prevent future incidents. Operations 
supervisors are expected to share Safety Alerts with their employee 
teams daily, promoting greater awareness and engagement. 

GOOD CATCH

HOME SAFETY

 Health
Our employees’ health and well-being go hand-in-hand with their safety. 
We have expanded the number of full-time, internal occupational health 
nurses by almost threefold in less than two years. They perform a crucial  
role in helping our employees maintain and even improve their health. 

Our nursing team implements health and safety programs and provides 
guidance on safe practices at work and home. They also provide wellness 
education, ergonomic assessments and education on healthy sleep, 
nutrition and exercise. Our nurses help employees make healthier, well-
informed choices and find outside resources for managing their health. 
When it comes to work-related injuries and illnesses, the nurses work 
alongside safety professionals on prevention. Our occupational health 
nurses are available to care for employees for a work-related injury or 
illness. They can triage, provide resources and case-manage employees’ 
care. Our nurses participate in continuing education and training to learn  
and reinforce their knowledge to care for our employees’ occupational 
health needs. 

Our occupational health nurses have a combined knowledge of 
health and our operations that together provide for a safe and healthy 
environment. Our nurses get to know the employees and provide health 
services for occupational health issues along with guidance on both 
occupational and non-occupational matters. Our facilities offer health 
and safety fairs with outside vendors who offer health and safety training. 
Information is also provided on many available health benefit programs. 
Some services offered include:

Health education  
and promotion

Worker & work  
hazard detection  
and prevention

Disease prevention

Counseling /  
crisis prevention

Blood donation 
opportunities

Smoking cessation 

Proper body 
mechanics 

Health risk 
assessments 
and screenings

Personal visits,  
if employees are 
injured on-site



STEEL DYNAMICS | VALUING PEOPLE

People 
drive 
everything 
we do

Above all, we value the dedicated people whose passion, innovation 
and dedication to excellence have helped successfully grow our 
company to where it is today. We have a culture of trust, fostered 
through individual empowerment and accountability that drives 
decision-making at all levels. Our performance-based incentive 
compensation programs align us all with the interests of the company, 
the customer and ultimately that of the shareholder. We know  
our employees will do what is right, and that trust comes from  
effective communication and transparency. 
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Aligning Interests 

We believe in empowering our employees 
and rewarding them for their achievements 
through a four-tiered performance-based 
compensation program. The differing 
components of our compensation programs 
promote a balance of effective growth, 
judicious capital investment, low-cost 
operations and operational risk mitigation. 
The components also align the interests of all 
employees by rewarding them at individual, 
team, company-wide and shareholder levels. 

Individual awards consist of an employee’s 
base pay determined by performance, 
responsibilities and personal skill. 

The next level consists of team performance 
awards that are determined at the depart-
mental level, rewarding cost effectiveness and 
quality production. These awards can be over 
100% of base wages, based on strong perfor-
mance from the groups by doing things they 
can control. 

At the next level, employees are united 
through the receipt of profit sharing, which is 
based on company-wide pretax profitability.  
In addition, there is a performance-based 
401(k) match, which is based on our 
consolidated return on assets. 

Incentives Drive  
Performance 
All employees have ownership of their area, coupled with accountability. We believe those 
closest to the issue will make the best, most efficient decision when given the tools and 
opportunity to do so. We believe the best decisions are made on the front line. We empower 
people with performance goals, align their interests with the company strategy, provide them 
with the tools and resources necessary, and watch them succeed. 

Performance-based Incentive  
Compensation 

COMPANY-WIDE STOCK AWARDS 

Aligns employees with 
shareholders in pursuit  
of long-term value creation

PROFIT SHARING, 401(K) MATCH

Unites employees of the  
business segments in  
promoting the success of  
the company as a whole

PRODUCTION BONUS, ROA BONUS, 
CONVERSION BONUS

Teamwork and performance 
bonuses focus employees  
on productivity, cost control  
and efficient use of assets

BASE PAY

Rewards individual employees 
for superior performance  
and personal skill level

a c
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Rewarding  
performance 

EVIDENCE THAT A PERFORMANCE-BASED 

COMPENSATION PROGRAM WORKS 

CAN BE ILLUSTRATED THROUGH OUR 

ACQUISITION HISTORY. 

IN APRIL 2006, WE ACQUIRED 

OUR ROANOKE BAR DIVISION. WE 

IMPLEMENTED OUR PERFORMANCE-

BASED COMPENSATION PROGRAM IN 

JULY 2006. IN AUGUST, THEY ACHIEVED 

RECORD PRODUCTION. AT THAT POINT IN 

TIME, 2006 WAS THE BEST PRODUCTION 

YEAR IN THE HISTORY OF THE FACILITY. 

SINCE THEN, THEY HAVE CONTINUED  

TO INNOVATE AND HAVE SURPASSED 

THESE PRODUCTION RECORDS.

IN SEPTEMBER 2014, WE ACQUIRED 

OUR COLUMBUS FLAT ROLL DIVISION. 

AFTER IMPLEMENTING OUR INCENTIVE 

PROGRAM DURING 2015, EVERY TEAM 

AT THE FACILITY ACHIEVED RECORD 

PERFORMANCE DURING 2016. THE 

DIVISION AS A WHOLE HAS REALIZED 

RECORD OPERATING RESULTS DURING 

EACH OF THE LAST TWO YEARS.

Education

A well-trained and highly educated workforce helps ensure 
we uphold the established six pillars of our company. We 
recognize that the skills and knowledge of our employees are 
critical to our success. Our educational assistance program 
encourages personal development through formal education, 
so that employees can maintain and improve job-related skills. 
Our goal is to provide employees with education and training 
that can enhance their current responsibilities and provide 
opportunities for advancement. 

We provide career growth and development opportunities 
to employees throughout the company at many levels.  
As our company grows, building talent for the future 
remains our focus. 

The success of our development and training initiatives 
continues to take a collaborative approach used in the  
design and structure of each program. Senior leaders play  
a large role in embedding our culture in each and every 
training session while feedback from the participants 
guides our path forward. 

Finally, alignment with shareholders and the pursuit of  
long-term value creation is fostered through the issuance  
of restricted stock units. Each full-time, non-union,  
U.S.-based employee receives annual equity awards.  
These awards have a two-year vesting period, supporting  
employee retention. 

Our compensation structure ensures the company remains 
strong and retains top talent even in economic downturns. 
We all share in the company’s successes, as well as  
the challenges. 
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Dynamic Development

Dynamic Development is 
our leadership development 
program specifically designed 
for our employees. Launched 
in 2014, the program was 
designed to enhance 
employee leadership skills 
across the company, while 
instilling our unique vibrant 
culture. We partner with 
a local university to offer 
learning that links employees’ 
professional development 
with our business goals and 
more importantly, our rich 
culture. University faculty, our 
senior leaders and business 
professionals teach courses 
via a variety of methods. 
Among many topics covered, 
we focus on our culture, 
effective communication, 
accounting and finance, 
strategic thinking and 
emotional intelligence. 

Dynamic Leadership

Dynamic Leadership, which 
began in 2015, was designed 
for frontline supervisors 
company-wide. Frontline 
supervisors serve in a critical 
role. Recognizing that the 
overall employee experience 
hinges on the performance 
of frontline leaders, the 
program was structured to 
provide supervisors with the 
tools they need to positively 
impact the workplace 
and increase employee 
engagement. Dynamic 
Leadership is a multi-phase 
development program led by 
Steel Dynamics’ senior leaders 
and outside experts. As the 
program evolves, leaders will 
continue to be equipped with 
the skills necessary to build 
an empowered workforce.

Technical Training

We are working to build a 
pipeline of skilled workers. 
A technical training 
program developed with 
the assistance of a local 
community college gives the 
employee an opportunity to 
gain customized skills while 
being trained and mentored 
on the job. The objective of 
the program is to combine  
a stimulating curriculum  
with academic theory, as  
well as hands-on training  
to ensure technical mastery.  
At the end of the program, 
the employee continues a  
career at our company with 
enhanced skills and  
a two-year college degree. 

Scholarships for Employees’ Children

We have a scholarship program to help offset qualified  
post-high school educational costs for children of full-time 
employees. We contribute a set amount each year for up  
to a total of four years for each child. We believe education  
is critical to the success of our employees’ families, and to  
our future success. 
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Workplace Philosophy

Our employees are our greatest asset. Our culture ensures that all employees are treated 
fairly and with dignity. As an organization, we promote equal employment opportunity, zero 
tolerance for harassment, respect for human rights, diversity and inclusion—all of which focus 
on our expectations of treating every person with the utmost respect. 

Our managers and supervisors receive recurring training on these topics.

We provide equal employment opportunities to 
all employees and employment applicants. This 
philosophy of fairness extends to work assignments, 
opportunities for advancement, compensation, 
training and all other aspects of employment. All job-
related considerations are based on merit and ability 
and without regard to race, color, religion, creed, 
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, 
national origin, genetics, age, marital or veteran status, 
pregnancy, the presence of handicaps or disabilities, 
or any other basis protected by law. We provide 
accommodations as required by applicable laws for 
disabilities and religious beliefs.

We respect human rights, which includes providing 
safe work environments for our employees, providing 
fair compensation based on job responsibilities and 
performance, and ensuring all employees meet 
minimum age requirements and eligible working 
status to qualify for employment.

We do not tolerate harassment or disrespect of an 
individual for any reason. Harassment of an employee 
is prohibited, both in the workplace and off the 
premises. We forbid harassment by any personnel  
of a customer, vendor or any other person. Likewise, 
we prohibit harassment of our employees in any way 
related to their employment by customers, vendors  
or any other person.

We recognize the value of maintaining a workplace 
that reflects diversity of backgrounds and experiences 
including, but not limited to, gender, race, ethnicity 
and age. We work together as a unified team and 
respect each other as individuals. Our team-based 
compensation structure reinforces this philosophy. 

We strive to create an open and 
inclusive environment, ensuring 
the best ideas are recognized 
regardless of the position or the 
individual. We believe these ideals 
will continue to drive our success.   

Management and our Board of 
Directors fully support these 
policies and provide numerous 
methods for employees to voice 
any thoughts or concerns they may 
have without fear of reprisal.



STEEL DYNAMICS | VALUING OUR CUSTOMERS

Customers  
are our 
most  
important 
partners

We provide outstanding products and solutions that deliver greater  
value through product differentiation and by anticipating our 
customers’ future needs. By being approachable, flexible,  
proactive and responsible, we foster close relationships.

To us, customer service means providing the right quality product,  
at the right place, at the right time and following through on our  
promises to contribute to our customers’ long-term success.  
We must strive to be every customer’s preferred supplier.
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Creating Trust 
and Fostering  
Long-Term  
Relationships 

We thrive on the long-lasting partnerships we have 
established with our customers. At every step, we 
have gone about our business in ways that promote 
trust. No false promises—we do what we say we are 
going to do, when we say we are going to do it. 

We want customers to turn to us for new products 
and services—for solutions. We have made numerous 
changes to supply chain dynamics or product 
deliverables that have meaningfully benefited the 
customer through cost reductions, time savings  
and shorter supply chains. 

 We created the model to operate a flat roll paint line 
contiguous to a steel mill—creating yield savings, 
supply chain time reduction and greater transparency 
for our customer base.  Based on this strong model, 
we now operate three paint lines.  

 We developed long railroad rail—creating faster rail 
installation, superior weld points (where safety issues 
often occur) and lower customer maintenance costs.  

 We are developing coiled reinforcing bars— 
creating faster delivery and yield  
savings for our customer base.  

Our focus is to grow and innovate  
alongside our customers, providing 
differentiated products and solutions 
to meet their needs.
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Our stories

ONE OF OUR CUSTOMERS CAME TO US LOOKING FOR WAYS TO 

BE MORE COMPETITIVE WITH THEIR FINISHED PRODUCT. THEY 

FORM OUR STEEL COIL INTO A TUBE AND APPLY AN ADDITIONAL 

COATING ON THE OUTSIDE. AFTER REVIEWING THE PRODUCT 

REQUIREMENTS, WE DETERMINED THAT THE ADDITIONAL COATING 

ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE TUBE PROVIDED EXTRA PROTECTION 

FROM THE ELEMENTS AND DID NOT REQUIRE THE SAME AMOUNT  

OF ZINC PROTECTION AS THE INSIDE OF THE TUBE. WE SUGGESTED 

WE PRODUCE A COIL WITH A MINIMALLY COATED ZINC PRODUCT 

FOR THE OUTSIDE AND HEAVIER ZINC COATING FOR THE INSIDE. 

THEY ARE NOW ABLE TO ACHIEVE THE SAME PROTECTION WITH 

A LOWER ZINC CONTENT, SAVING THEM MONEY EVERY MONTH.

Customer 
first

Awards 
2015 and 2017 Regal Beloit Indirect  

Supplier of the Year

OmniSource received the 2017 Indirect Supplier  
of the Year award from Regal Beloit which is  
given out every two years.  OmniSource was  
awarded this honor in 2015 and 2017.  

 Customer recognition of our safety culture

OmniSource Mexico team was recognized in 2018  
by Fiat Chrysler America for accomplishing 1,000  
days without an accident.

Partnering with Our Customers

Our metals recycling platform offers cus-
tom-tailored recycling programs for larger, 
ferrous scrap-generating companies, such as 
the automotive industry. We offer the most 
comprehensive customer-service package 
available in the industry today. Our ultimate 
goal is to increase customers’ efficiency and 
increase their revenue, while allowing them 
to concentrate on their core businesses, while 
we benefit from procuring higher volumes  
of recycled ferrous scrap for use by our  
steel operations. 

We even help clients design and install  
automation that will promote increased  
efficiency, enhanced safety and environ-
mentally compliant practices.  
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We have been committed to operating our business in an environ-
mentally sustainable manner from the start, producing steel using 
electric arc furnace technology with recycled ferrous scrap as the 
primary raw material. We have continued to innovate over the past 
25 years, further strengthening the company, notably becoming 
vertically connected with our metals recycling platform, developing 
a process at Iron Dynamics to create liquid pig iron from secondary 
materials, and implementing multiple non-ferrous initiatives that 
reduce environmental impacts.

Valuing the 
Environment

07

WE REINTRODUCED OVER 32 MILLION TONS OF 

RECYCLED FERROUS SCRAP MATERIALS INTO THE 

MANUFACTURING LIFE CYCLE FROM 2015 TO  

2017, TO BE MADE INTO NEW STEEL PRODUCTS.

OUR METALS RECYCLING OPERATIONS REINTRO-

DUCED APPROXIMATELY 3.3 BILLION POUNDS  

OF NONFERROUS SCRAP MATERIALS INTO THE  

MANUFACTURING LIFE CYCLE FROM 2015 TO 2017.

32 3.3
MILLION TONS BILLION POUNDS
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 Ingrained  
in the Culture 

At Steel Dynamics, we recognize the importance of 
being good stewards of our environment and the 
communities where we work and live. We continually 
evaluate opportunities to improve our processes, 
equipment and technology to reduce our physical 
impact on the environment. To us, it’s more than 
simply meeting the requirements, but going beyond 
with a commitment to higher environmental standards. 
Our Butler Flat Roll Division and Columbus Flat Roll 
Division’s environmental management systems are 
certified with the International Organization for 
Standardization 14001. These facilities represent over 
60% of our steel tons produced in 2017. Each of our 
steel mills has an environmental engineering group 
focused on regulatory compliance, and our employees 
are trained on how to properly handle waste streams 
and engage in responsible environmental practices.

Being environmentally conscious is part of our culture.  
We see ourselves as guests in the communities in which  
we do business and as such, we are good stewards of 
the environment. Every day, our employees take the 
initiative to protect the environment, simply because 
it’s the right thing to do. 

Taking the lead in recycling

Ferrous materials compose the single largest raw material  
input for our steel operations, representing approximately 
60% of our costs to produce steel. As such, we maintain  
a high-quality, secure supply through our metals 
recycling operations and Iron Dynamics (IDI) scrap 
substitute facility.

Our metals recycling operations include 
both ferrous and nonferrous scrap metal 
processing, transportation, marketing 
and brokerage services. In addition, we 
design, install and manage customized 
scrap management programs for 
manufacturing companies at numerous 
locations throughout North America.

We also use advanced recovery 
technologies and processes to 
reclaim additional ferrous and 
nonferrous materials from byproducts 
of our production process. We sell 
various grades of processed ferrous 
scrap, primarily to steel mills and 
foundries. Our steel mills combined 
with our metals recycling operations 
reintroduced over 11 million tons 
of recycled ferrous scrap into the 
manufacturing life cycle in 2017. 
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As the largest domestic nonferrous scrap recycler in 
North America, we sell various grades of nonferrous 
metals such as copper, brass, aluminum and stainless 
steel, which are used in numerous industrial 
manufacturing processes. Our metals recycling 
operations reintroduced 1.1 billion pounds  
of nonferrous scrap materials into the manufacturing  
life cycle in 2017.

Some of our recycled aluminum is utilized as a raw 
material input at our facility that produces certified 
aluminum alloys that are used by our customers in the 
production of new products for the automotive and  
steel industries. We used over 260 million pounds  
of recycled aluminum during 2017. 

Similarly, we use a portion of our recycled copper as a 
raw material input for our copper rod production facility. 
This joint venture facility manufactures copper rod, solid 
copper wire and can welding wire. We used over 130 
million pounds of recycled copper during 2017.

IN 2017, WE RECOVERED MORE THAN 

225 MILLION POUNDS OF SECONDARY 

MATERIALS FROM AUTOMOTIVE 

SHREDDING RESIDUE.

AN ESTIMATED 400,000 CARS 

WERE RECYCLED BY OUR METALS 

RECYCLING LOCATIONS IN 2017.

Our metals recycling platform operates nine automobile 
shredders in the Midwest and Southeastern United 
States. Shredding a vehicle generates ferrous and 
nonferrous metal, as well as automotive shredder 
residue, that consists of plastics, glass, rubber, wire and 
a variety of other materials. In order to recover more 
usable materials from the residue, we have invested 
over $40 million in processing technology. These 
investments have resulted in over 225 million pounds 
of additional recovered, reusable material in 2017. We 
also collect, refurbish, recycle and provide complete 
data destruction services for personal, residential, 
commercial, medical and industrial electronics. 

Helping customers improve scrap handling

The core principles of scrap management are focused  
on forming strategic partnerships with our customers. 
From stamping facilities to major automotive manu- 
facturers, our team has helped customers improve their 
scrap handling and recovery operations.

225
MILLION
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IDI RECYCLED OVER 400,000 METRIC TONS OF 

SECONDARY MATERIALS AND CONVERTED  

THOSE MATERIALS INTO VALUE-ADDED IRON 

SUBSTITUTES IN 2017

400,000

IDI SUPPLIED OUR BUTLER FLAT ROLL  

DIVISION WITH 259,000 METRIC TONS  

OF IRON SUBSTITUTES IN 2017

259,000

Sustainable innovation 

Iron Dynamics (IDI) is a story of innovation and 
environmental responsibility. IDI produces liquid pig 
iron, a merchant pig iron and ferrous scrap substitute, 
for use at our Butler Flat Roll Division. Further, due 
to its molten state, this process provides meaningful 
productivity gains and cost savings at the steel mill, 
including a reduction in both power and electrode 
consumption. When IDI first began generating liquid 
pig iron in 1999, virgin iron ore and metallurgical coal 
were the primary raw material inputs. Over time, the 
team set out to develop a process to use secondary 
and byproduct materials. 

The team was more than successful. Today, IDI’s 
primary raw material input is mill scale, a secondary 
material generated from steelmaking processes. 
Between 2015 and 2017, IDI converted over 1.0 million 
tons of mill scale and other related material from 
companies throughout the United States and Canada 
into liquid pig iron. 

Our team developed a process to 
reintroduce the carbon monoxide to one 
of its furnaces, where it is consumed as 
a fuel substitute. The team’s creative 
approach to sustainability has resulted in 
a reduction in natural gas consumption  
that approaches 50% for this furnace. 

Electric Arc 
Furnace 
vs. Blast 
Furnace 
Technology 

Our production process utilizes electric 
arc furnace (EAF) steelmaking technology 
which has revolutionized the way steel 
is made and recycled, requiring far 
fewer natural resources and consuming 
significantly less energy than blast furnace 
technology, resulting in fewer air emissions 
and much less environmental impact.

IDI also uses byproducts of the agriculture and 
beverage industries as a binding agent for its raw 
material inputs. Approximately 4.0 million gallons  
of these byproducts were reused in 2017.

The innovation doesn’t stop with the raw materials. 
The IDI process generates an excess amount of carbon 
monoxide from the conversion of iron oxide into 
metallic iron. Initially, this gas was combusted and 
exhausted to the atmosphere, creating additional 
carbon dioxide emissions. 
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Ferrous materials to steel

EAF technology uses recycled ferrous scrap metal to produce steel. In 2017, 84% of the 
material used in our furnaces to produce steel at our six EAF steel mills was recycled ferrous 
scrap and internally generated iron substitutes. This is in contrast to traditional blast furnace 
steelmaking, where the proportion of recycled ferrous scrap has traditionally been between 
25% to 35%. Because of the high recycled content of our products, this allows our customers 
to earn U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) LEED credits using our steel. 

Our metals recycling operations provide a regional source of recycled ferrous scrap to our 
steel mills. Due to the geographic proximity of our metals recycling locations to our steel 
mills, the energy expended on transportation is minimized—76% of the recycled ferrous 
scrap utilized in our steel mills is derived from within only 250 miles of the facilities.

Steel Dynamics Steel Mills

1. Butler Flat Roll Division

2. Structural and Rail Division

3. Engineered Bar Products Division

4. Steel of West Virginia

5. Roanoke Bar Division

6. Columbus Flat Roll Division

1
2

3

4 5

6

Efficient process 

Electric arc furnace technology 
provides more flexibility to quickly  
respond to market conditions 
and customer needs, which 
allows for a more efficient and  
effective process and the ability  
to make better business decisions  
based on market conditions.

2,500 LBS iron ore

1,400 LBS coal

120 LBS limestone

FOR EVERY TON OF FLAT ROLL STEEL PRODUCED USING ELECTRIC 

ARC FURNACE TECHNOLOGY COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL BLAST 

FURNACE TECHNOLOGY, WE REDUCE THE NEED FOR

By connecting the casting and rolling processes in our flat roll mills, we roll  
slabs into steel coils while the steel is still hot, requiring significantly less  
energy compared to traditional blast furnace technology, which requires 
reheating slabs before rolling. 
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Energy 
Large volumes of electricity and 
natural gas are required to melt 
ferrous materials and transform  
metal into high-quality finished  
steel products at our six EAF mills. 

We seek to minimize energy 
usage throughout our facilities. 
Management conducts regular 
operational reviews of energy 
volumes and costs within each 
department and facility. Additionally, 
our facilities share best practices 
on energy conservation to ensure 
continual improvement. Energy 
usage per ton is also monitored to 
ensure we operate as efficiently as 
possible. We believe these efforts 
have led to continual improvement  
in each of our mills and has resulted 
in declining per-unit energy usage. 

For melting and casting steel, 
when compared to the World Steel 
Association average energy intensity, 
we use only 11% of this amount.

Water 
We recognize that, as corporate citizens, we 
must understand potential environmental 
impacts, so we ensure natural resources are 
used responsibly. We withdraw water for use 
as contact- and noncontact-cooling water 
in our steel mills, where cooling is necessary 
to provide high-quality steel products. We 
also use water to apply cleaners before 
value-add steel production lines, such as 
galvanizing or painting, to prevent quality 
issues for the customer. 

We have no steel mills located in water-
scarce regions. We understand the impact 
our operations may have on the water 
supply at the local level, and therefore, 
implement water withdrawal best practices. 
To evaluate the amount of water withdrawn, 
our water wells utilized for production 
processes have flow meters, and the results 
are directly communicated to management 
and are included in an annual report to 
the Department of Natural Resources or 
designated state regulatory agency. 

In the communities where our steel mills 
operate, we have implemented water reuse 
programs. Our facilities are designed with 
cascading water systems to maximize 
the use of withdrawn water. Water from 
noncontact water systems is reused in other 
noncontact water systems or in contact 
water systems. Our steel mills reused 99% 
of their total system water demand in 2017. 
Some facilities reuse a portion of their 
treated water onsite instead of discharging 
it. Withdrawing water in larger volumes 
more frequently would be more costly. 
Therefore, reusing the already withdrawn 
water is also a cost-saving method. 

99% OF TOTAL SYSTEM 

WATER DEMAND WAS  

 REUSED IN 2017

WATER IS CYCLED MULTIPLE 

TIMES THROUGHOUT THE 

STEEL PRODUCTION PROCESS

Energy  
Intensity 
(KWH/ton of  

steel produced)

2015 2016 2017

1,148

1,140

1,117

39 40
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Emissions 
The majority of our greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
come from our steel mill facilities, where electric 
arc furnaces are used for steelmaking. Due to EAF 
technology, we produce substantially fewer emissions  
than produced from traditional blast furnace technology. 

Our facilities must be in compliance with all relevant local, 
state and federal air quality standards and emission limits. 
In accordance with United States law, our larger facilities 
annually report GHG emissions to the US Environmental 
Protection Agency.

However, we recognize that minimizing the impact of 
greenhouse gas emissions is important to stakeholders, 
including local communities and our employees.  
We endeavor for continuous improvement in minimizing 
carbon dioxide emissions, while maintaining compliance 
with regulated emission limits. 

We evaluate our greenhouse gas emissions by regularly  
reviewing furnace performance and efficiency. During 2017, 
we had 1.9 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent emissions 
from our six electric arc furnace mills. When compared to 
the World Steel Association average CO2 emissions, we 
estimate our CO2 emissions are only 12% of this amount. 

2CO

Greenhouse  
Gas Emission 
Intensity
(Metric tons of Scope 1 

CO2 equivalent  

emissions/cast steel ton)

2015 2016 2017

0.240.24

0.21
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Waste

Our EAF steel mills generate various 
nonhazardous and some hazardous wastes 
in the steelmaking process. We follow strict 
procedures for how wastes are handled and 
disposed or recycled. One way we take extra 
measures to responsibly manage our hazardous  
waste stream is by diverting EAF dust  
from landfills to zinc recovery facilities.  
We redirected 99 percent of our EAF  
dust in 2017 to be recycled.

To minimize disposal of other byproducts of  
the manufacturing process, we assess what 
materials are considered reusable and redirect 
those materials to be recycled versus sent to 
a landfill. Where feasible, we recycle materials 
onsite (e.g., scrap) and offsite (e.g., used oil, 
universal waste). We continually look for 
ways to minimize waste generation and the 
costs associated with nonhazardous and 
hazardous wastes. Our facilities share best 
management practices for reducing waste. 
Most of our facilities have implemented single-
stream recycling at the mills. We partner with 
companies to make slag or furnace stone 
available as a valuable commodity for reuse.

Other 
Emissions:
Nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxides, other 

Our EAF steel mills are the primary source of our 
air emissions. Routine testing of air emissions 
and frequent monitoring of our operations give 
us the ability to ensure the compliant, safe and 
sustainable production of our high-quality steel 
products. This emission information is submitted 
regularly to state and federal regulators. 

Our air emissions are managed by control 
devices with permitted Best Available Control 
Technologies—baghouses capture particulate 
matter (PM), combustion chambers convert 
carbon monoxide, natural gas-fired burners 
are designed to reduce nitrogen oxide (NOx) 
emissions and thermal oxidizers destroy 
paint line volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs). We implement state-of-the-art air 
pollution control practices to meet a variety 
of different emission limits in facility air 
permits. We are committed to minimizing 
our steel mills’ impact on air quality of 
surrounding communities and understand our 
responsibility to maintain compliance. 

2017 Emissions  
(pounds/liquid steel ton)

NOX 0.40 SO2 0.23 PM 0.16

99%+ 
OF MILL SCALE 
RECYCLED  
DURING 2017

99% 
OF EAF DUST 
RECYCLED  
DURING 2017

73% 
OF NON-HAZARDOUS  
WASTE RECYCLED, 
RECOVERED OR REUSED
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Effective waste  
stream management

Our performance-based incentive programs reward employees for reducing waste 
and increasing efficiency, while also producing quality products for our customers. 
Our teams continually innovate ways to better manage waste streams.

The rolls used in the tunnel furnaces 
at our Butler and Columbus Flat 
Roll divisions must be changed 
approximately once every three years.

Rather than simply disposing of the used 
rolls, the team segregates the materials 
and returns them to the manufacturer 
for refurbishment. It’s an effort that 
benefits the environment while also 
reducing the company’s costs. 

Our Structural and Rail Division 
recycles approximately 40% of 
its refractory, turning it back into 
materials we can use. This reduces  
the need for mining of virgin materials. 

It also diverts approximately 10,000 
tons of waste per year from going 
to a landfill, saving approximately 
$700,000 per year in landfill and 
material costs.

As we continue down the path of strategic growth, we recognize that being a 
good steward of our environment and the communities where we work and live 
is essential. Just as we evaluate opportunities for future growth, we evaluate  
opportunities to improve our processes, equipment and technology to reduce  
our physical impact on the environment.

Please visit steeldynamics.com under Sustainability for our company’s  
environmental policy and to view certifications.
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Valuing Our 
Community

We strongly believe in making a positive social impact on the communities 
where we work and live, through supporting organizations in which our 
employees are involved, and by empowering and encouraging volunteering  
and leadership at each of our facilities.

We collaborate with our employees and communities to determine areas  
of need and to identify those organizations that most effectively provide 
current and long-term solutions to address those needs. This has included 
financial support for human services organizations, educational institutions 
and community programs. We are proud of, grateful for and humbled by our  
team’s generosity.

08

$21 MILLION ADDITIONAL STEEL DYNAMICS, INC. COMPANY-WIDE 

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OVER THE LAST TEN YEARS

$15 MILLION IN STEEL DYNAMICS FOUNDATION, INC. 

DISTRIBUTIONS SINCE INCEPTION IN 2008
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Honoring Our 
Veterans
In 2017, we were a full-flight sponsor for Honor 
Flight Northeast Indiana, which provides flights 
for U.S. war veterans to war memorials and 
national landmarks in our nation’s capital. Honor 
flights are funded by community donations so 
there is no expense to veterans. Throughout the 
day-long trip, veterans were honored for their 
service—from a full police escort to and from 
the memorials, to a presentation of welcome/
thank you signs and letters personally written to 
each veteran by schoolchildren. We recognize 
America’s veterans and the sacrifices they have 
made for our freedom.

Higher Education Human Services Community Development

STEM scholarships, university  
infrastructure, program support

Food banks, child mentoring and 
support, health organizations

Visual and musical arts,  
museums, community assets

Key Focus Areas
Our facilities are encouraged and empowered to determine what organizations will have  
the most expansive and enduring impact in their geographic regions. Those organizations 
can receive company donations or be selected for a grant from the Steel Dynamics 
Foundation. We believe each of these three areas is important to enriching quality of  
life and assisting those in less fortunate circumstances, especially through education  
and economic empowerment.
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Physical Structures

Advanced manufacturing  
training center

Student activities  
facilities

Alternative energy  
science lab

Classroom facilities

Student Support

Scholarships for students 
studying science, technol-
ogy, business, engineering, 
metallurgy, etc.

Forgivable loan program  
to incentivize students

Post-secondary education 
scholarship program for  
employees’ children

Program Support

Collegiate-based entrepre-
neurship / innovation center

STEM / skilled trades  
program support

Educational equipment  
and environmental research 

Higher Education

We believe a better-educated workforce creates a 
stronger economy with higher living standards and more 
opportunities for everyone to benefit, including those in 
need of assistance. Our contributions to higher education 
include supporting campus expansion projects, STEM 
programs, scholarships and educational equipment at 
colleges and universities.

Sustainable Future

Our support of these initiatives is a way to help individuals improve  
job-related skills. In addition, this contributes to a sustainable, skilled  
workforce, which is a critical component of attracting and retaining  
businesses that provide high-quality jobs. 
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Human Services

We support human services organizations in our communities to 
improve quality of life and promote social and economic mobility. 
We contribute to services that support those with immediate needs 
in our communities as well as provide education and resources they 
can use to sustain themselves in the future.

Our stories Feeding the Hungry

One of our locations recently completed its annual 
food drive. In just two weeks, 73 employees collected 
over 26,000 pounds of food, shattering previous 
records. They contacted local grocery stores for 
discounted rates on bulk purchases, requested 
donations from friends and family, and even called  
a nearby soup manufacturer for support. The team  
has a direct impact in its region each year by helping 
feed families.

We support Community Harvest Food Bank and 
its efforts to alleviate hunger in northeast Indiana. 
In addition to monetary donations that address 
immediate needs, we support a processing operation 
that allows Community Harvest to accept fresh 
produce from area food chains that otherwise would 
be sent to landfills. A bulk-repack area also allows 
the food bank to accept large shipments that require 
repacking into smaller portions. The operation 
provides Community Harvest a more sustainable way 
to safely store and distribute high-quality food to 
those in need.

Generating an ongoing food supply

26K
Support of Immediate Needs

Transportation for the disabled

Programs for children and  
adults with disabilities

Cancer support services

Food banks

Support of a Sustainable 
Future 

•  Mentoring for at-risk children 

•  Programs that encourage youth 
entrepreneurial and business 
achievement

As we help build a solid foundation 
for youth in our communities, they 
become better equipped to sustain 
a higher-quality life.

Our stories
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Community Development

A thriving community is the basis for economic growth, prosperity and 
personal well-being. We support the development of communities to 
enrich the lives of individuals, their families and future generations. 
Building better communities attracts business and high-quality jobs, 
which in turn improves lives. 

Developing a vibrant cultural center

Local community festivals

Capital campaigns to build  
community assets

Arts and culture programming

We support the Center in the Square, a home for 
regional arts and cultural organizations in Roanoke, 
Virginia. The Center’s mission is to increase economic 
development, tourism and excellence in education by 
supporting arts and culture. It provides free housing 
and services to ten premier cultural organizations, as 
well as an 8,000-gallon living reef aquarium funded 
by Steel Dynamics. Since its inception in 1983, Center 
in the Square has significantly contributed to the 
revitalization of downtown Roanoke.

Museums typically must rent temporary exhibits to 
continue to attract visitors and the associated revenue. 
However, due to high rental cost, the museums must 
continually seek general donations. For the last six years, 
we have supported the Fort Wayne Museum of Art in the 
development of an alternative to the traditional rental 
model. Within the National Network Traveling Exhibit 
Program, the museum curates its own traveling exhibits 
that can be used in the home museum and rented to 
other museums. The goal is to create an additional 
revenue stream and reduce dependence on rental of 
higher-priced exhibits, allowing the museum to serve  
the community in a more sustainable manner.

Generating an ongoing food supply

Support of Immediate Needs

Support of a Sustainable 
Future 

•  Local festivals where we focus 
on educating and building 
excitement for potential 
community development 
projects

•  Seed money to help non-profit 
organizations create revenue-
generating programs

We help communities grow  
and sustain their vitality well  
into the future. 

Our stories

Our stories Sustaining the arts
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Corporate
Governance

Board of Directors

Our business affairs are managed under the direction of our Board of 
Directors. The role of our Board of Directors is to effectively govern the 
affairs of the company for the long-term benefit of our stockholders and 
other stakeholders. The Board of Directors had three standing committees 
in 2017, each of which operates under a written charter and consists of 
independent directors: an Audit Committee, a Compensation Committee 
and a Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee.

The Board is also responsible for ensuring that our activities are con-
ducted in a responsible and ethical manner. We are committed to sound 
corporate governance principles, reflected in our written Corporate Gov-
ernance Policies. As highlighted in our Corporate Governance Policies, all 
members of our standing committees will meet all applicable objective 
and subjective independence standards, and a majority of our directors 
will be independent. 
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Risk Oversight

Our Board of Directors believe that evaluating 
various risks confronting the company is one of its 
most important areas of oversight. In carrying out 
this critical responsibility, the Board has designated 
the Audit Committee with certain responsibilities 
for overseeing company-wide risk management. 
In addition to general Board oversight, the Audit 
Committee monitors the company’s significant 
business risks, including but not limited to, safety, 
financial, operational, data security, business 
continuity, legal, environmental, trade and regulatory 
exposures, and reviews the steps management has 
taken to monitor and control these exposures. 

Ethical Behavior

We believe that every employee 
contributes to the company’s 
success, not only through 
productivity and innovation, but  
also through personal integrity. 

Our Code of Business Conduct and 
Ethics permeates everything we do. 
The Code of Business Conduct and 
Ethics expands upon, and supports, 
our commitment to act with 
integrity and ensure ethical and 
lawful business conduct in every 
aspect of our company. 

The Code of Business Conduct and 
Ethics is also part of a larger process 
that includes compliance with all of 
our corporate and business policies 
and the maintenance of open 
relationships between employees 
and management, as well as with 
our customers and suppliers. 

The other Board committees also consider risks within 
their areas of responsibility and apprise the Board 
of significant risks and management’s mitigation 
and monitoring of those risks. While the Board and 
its committees oversee risk management strategy, 
management is responsible for implementing and 
supervising day-to-day risk management processes  
and reporting to the Board and its committees  
on such matters.
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Federal law protects anyone against  
unlawful discrimination or retaliation  
by Steel Dynamics as a result of lawful  
reporting of information or participating  
in any investigations involving possible  
violations of any financial matter.

Corporate 
Policies
Our governance policies are  
available on our Company’s 
website at steeldynamics.com 
under Investors, Corporate 
Governance. 

• Corporate Governance Policies

•  Code of Ethics for Principal Executive Officers  
and Senior Financial Officers

• Code of Business Conduct and Ethics

•  Policy Governing the Receipt, Retention  
and Treatment of Complaints

•  Statement of Policy for the Review, Approval or 
Ratification of Transactions With Related Persons

• Conflict Minerals Policy Statement

As we grow, we place ethical business 
conduct as the foundation on which we 
operate, expecting each Steel Dynamics 
employee to exercise integrity and good 
judgment every day.

Additionally, our separate Code of Ethics  
for Principal Executive Officers and Senior  
Financial Officers provides principles to 
guide the leadership of the company to  
ensure ethical behavior and compliance  
with all laws and regulations.

Ethics Line

Our employees may raise confidential, 
anonymous complaints regarding possible 
violations of our general Code of Business 
Conduct and Ethics, as well as any claims of 
financial irregularities or fraud. Complaints 
submitted through this confidential process 
will be presented directly to the Audit 
Committee of our Board of Directors. 

If a report is received, the Audit Committee 
or corporate management will provide a 
formal response, communicated to the 
employee through the Compliance Line,  
of actions taken as a result of their report. 
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Index
GRI Content Index

GRI 102 General Disclosures 2016
Organizational Profile

102-1 Name of the organization 
Steel Dynamics, Inc.

102-2 Activities, brands, products, services 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2017 Annual Report pages 7 and 13, and 2017 Form 10-K Item 1. Business pages 3-5, 8-15 and 17 
Founded in 1993, today Steel Dynamics is one of the largest and most diversified steel producers and metals recyclers in the U.S. 
based on current estimated steelmaking and coating capacity of 12.4 million tons and actual metals recycling volumes. We have 
three reporting segments: steel operations, metals recycling operations and steel fabrication operations. 

102-3 Location of headquarters 
7575 W Jefferson Blvd., Fort Wayne, IN  46804 USA

102-4 Location of operations 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2017 10-K Item 1. Business page 5, Item 2. Properties page 28 
Steel Dynamics has over 70 steel, metals recycling and steel fabrication operating facilities in 15 states within the United States, 
and a steel fabrication operation located in Juarez, Mexico. 

102-5 Ownership and legal form 
Steel Dynamics, Inc., an Indiana corporation, is a publicly traded company listed on the Nasdaq Global Select Market (ticker: STLD).

102-6 Markets served 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2017 Annual Report pages 7 and 13, and 2017 Form 10-K Item 1. Business pages 5 and 9-15

102-7 Scale of the organization 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2017 10-K Item 2. Properties page 28 and Item 6. Selected Financial Data pages 32-33

102-9 Describe the organization's supply chain 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2017 10-K Item 1. Business page 4, 10, 13-16

Strategy

102-14 Statement from CEO on sustainability 
Location: Pages 2-4

The following addresses the individual GRI standards referenced, the location  
of the content and any comments and omissions if noted.

This material references Disclosure 201-1 from GRI 201: Economic Performance 2016, Disclosure 301-2 
from GRI 301: Materials 2016, Disclosure 302-3 from GRI 302: Energy 2016, Disclosure 303-3 from GRI 
303: Water 2016, Disclosures 305-1, 305-4 and 305-7 from GRI 305: Emissions 2016, Disclosure 306-2 
from GRI 306: Effluents and Waste 2016, Disclosures 403-1 and 403-2 from GRI 403: Occupational 
Health and Safety 2016, Disclosure 404-2 from GRI 404: Training and Education 2016 and Disclosures 
103-1, 103-2, 103-3 from GRI 103: Management Approach 2016.
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Ethics and Integrity

102-16 Values, principles, standards and norms of behavior 
Location: Pages 5-8 and 51-52

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 
Location: Pages 51-52 and http://ir.steeldynamics.com/Documentation 
Policy Governing the Receipt, Retention and Treatment of Complaints

Governance

102-18 Governance structure 
Location: Pages 49-51

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2018 Proxy pages 9-10

102-24 Nominating and selecting the highest governance body 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2018 Proxy pages 6 and 13-14

102-25 Conflicts of interest 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2018 Proxy pages 16-17 and 2017 10-K Item 8. Consolidated Financial Statements and Supplementary 
Data pages 78-79

102-28 Evaluating the highest governance body’s performance 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2018 Proxy pages 33-37

102-35 Remuneration policies 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2018 Proxy pages 14-15, 39-48, A1-A-9

102-36 Process for determining remuneration 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2018 Proxy pages 14-15, 37-38, 61-66

102-38 Annual total compensation ratio 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2018 Proxy page 59

Stakeholder Engagement

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 
Customers, Employees, Vendors, Shareholders, Communities

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2017 10-K Item 1. Business page 18 
At December 31, 2017, 9% of our 7,635 full-time employees were represented by collective bargaining agreements.

102-42  Report the basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage 
We maintain ongoing dialogue with our customers, employees, vendors, shareholders and communities. We stay in regular con-
tact with stakeholders, and periodically receive inquiries and requests for engagement from our stakeholder groups. 

102-43  Approach to stakeholder engagement 
We maintain ongoing dialogue with our customers, employees, vendors, shareholders and communities. We stay in regular contact 
with stakeholders, and periodically receive inquiries and requests for engagement from our stakeholder groups. Here are some of 
the ways we engage with our stakeholders. We engage with our customers through calls, customer visits and certifications to best 
meet their needs. We engage with our employees through toolbox talks, regular employee meetings, regular facility walks, an open-
door policy, safety alerts, training, employee surveys, company picnics and holiday parties. We engage with our vendors through our 
vendor verification process. We engage with our shareholders through calls, conferences, non-deal road shows, meetings and facility 
tours. We engage with our communities through volunteering with local charities, charitable donations, providing site tours and vis-
iting schools to talk about recycling. For this report, a cross-functional group of internal stakeholders who have responsibility for our 
material issues participated in the development of this report.

Reporting Practice

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements 
Location: Steel Dynamics 2017 10-K Exhibit 21.1 
The Steel Dynamics, Inc. consolidated financial statements are included in the 2017 Form 10-K filed with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission. A listing of our significant subsidiaries included in our consolidated financial statements can be found 
in Exhibit 21.1 of our 2017 Form 10-K. The consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with U.S. generally 
accepted accounting principles. For environmental disclosures, Steel Dynamics' materials, energy, water, greenhouse gas, other 
emissions and waste data are derived from the operations of our six EAF steel mill locations. 
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102-46  Defining report content and topic boundaries 
To define the report content and identify the sustainability material topics to be included in this report, the reporting team con-
ducted a customized materiality assessment. The reporting team engaged with a cross-functional group of internal stakeholders 
who have responsibility for sustainability matters to discuss the impacts on economic, societal and environmental items. This 
focus group generated a list of potential topics and proposed topic boundaries. The reporting team reconciled this list to GRI 
topics, creating a master list of potential topics to further evaluate and rank in the materiality assessment stage of the reporting 
process. Senior managers of the company reviewed the materiality assessment and affirmed proposed topic-specific standards 
and boundaries. Feedback from internal stakeholders, along with feedback from our general engagement with external stake-
holders, was utilized to define the content of this report. 

102-47  List of Material Topics 
Economic Performance, Recycled Materials, Energy Used, Water Reused, GHG Emissions, Air Emissions, Waste,  
Safety of Employees and Workforce Training 

102-48  Restatements of information 
This report is our inaugural report, and as such, there are no restatements of information.

102-49  Changes in reporting 
This report is our inaugural report, and as such, there are no changes in reporting.

102-50 Reporting period 
Location: Page 1 
This report presents data for the 2017 calendar year.

102-51  Date of most recent report 
This report is our inaugural report, and as such, there is not a previous report. 

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding this report 
Please send comments or questions about this Report to investors@steeldynamics.com, or in writing to: 
Attention: Investor Relations / Sustainability Report  
7575 W Jefferson Blvd. 
Fort Wayne, IN  46804 USA

102-55 GRI index 
Location: Pages 53-58

Economic Disclosures 2016
Economic Performance

103 - 1, 2, 3 Management Approach 
Location: Pages 6-14 and 25-26 
Steel Dynamics’ economic performance is a material topic, as it allows us to maintain our assets and a strong balance sheet, 
grow through both capital investment and acquisitions, and provide value to our stakeholders. Our economic performance  
impacts occur at our business level, as well as the customer, employee, vendor, shareholder and community level. 
Our six strategic pillars: safety, culture, customer commitment, growth, innovation and financial strength, provide the foun-
dation upon which we operate and grow. From the start of the company, differentiation has been core to the business model. 
We focus on setting ourselves apart in everything we do. Based in part on our low, highly variable cost structure, adaptable 
value-added product mix, end-market diversification and performance-driven incentive compensation program, we are able to 
consistently outperform our peers in all market environments, while providing strong cash flow generation. Our focus on our six 
strategic pillars and differentiation have driven our success and sustainability. There are numerous measures used to evaluate 
the management approach. Several of the metrics evaluated are compared to industry metrics, including steel mill capacity 
utilization, steel operating income per ton shipped, consolidated EBITDA margin percentage, return on assets, return on equity, 
return on invested capital as well as numerous others. In 2017, we achieved another year of best-in-class financial and operating 
performance. Currently, we have several projects underway at our Structural and Rail Division, Roanoke Bar Division and  
Columbus Flat Roll Division. These are focused on product and end market diversification to increase steel mill utilization,  
expand margin and provide further value to our customers. 

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 
Location: Pages 13-14 
We did not separately disclose economic value generated and distributed by country, region or market, as we do not believe 
it to be of significance. All of our operations are located within North America and all significant operations are located in the 
United States. Steel Dynamics has over 70 steel, metals recycling and steel fabrication operating facilities in 15 states within the 
United States, and a steel fabrication operation located in Juarez, Mexico. 
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Environmental Disclosures 2016
Materials

103 - 1, 2, 3 Management Approach 
Location: Pages 25, 35-38 and environmental policy located on our website at http://ir.steeldynamics.com/Documentation 
Recycled ferrous materials signify the single largest raw material input for our steel operations, representing approximately 60% 
of our costs to produce steel. As such, we maintain a high-quality, secure supply through our metals recycling operations and Iron 
Dynamics scrap substitute facility. Our metals recycling operations consist of both ferrous and nonferrous scrap metal processing, 
transportation, marketing and brokerage services strategically located primarily in close proximity to our steel mills and other 
end-user scrap consumers throughout the eastern half of the United States. At Steel Dynamics, we recognize the importance of 
being good stewards of our environment and the communities where we work and live. We continually evaluate opportunities to 
improve our processes, equipment and technology to reduce our physical impact on the environment. To us, it’s more than simply 
meeting the requirements, but going beyond with a commitment to high environmental standards. Our two largest steel mills, the 
Butler Flat Roll Division and Columbus Flat Roll Division’s environmental management systems are certified with the International 
Organization for Standardization 14001. We continue to utilize our metals recycling operations to reintroduce recycled ferrous scrap 
materials into the manufacturing life cycle to be made into new steel products. In order to recover more usable materials, we have 
invested $40 million in automotive shredder residue processing technology. These investments have resulted in over 225 million 
pounds of additional reusable material in 2017. Management reviews and evaluates conversion costs and material usage per ton. 
We believe in empowering our employees and rewarding them for their achievements through a performance-based compen-
sation program. One component of this program focuses on employees’ productivity, cost control and efficient use of assets. For 
additional information, please see our environmental policy located on our website at http://ir.steeldynamics.com/Documentation.

301-2 Recycled input materials used  
Location: Page 38 
The boundary for this disclosure is the melt mix at our six EAF steel mills. The melt mix includes ferrous scrap metals, iron units, 
lime and other alloys.

Energy

103 - 1, 2, 3 Management Approach 
Location: Pages 25, 37-39 and environmental policy located on our website at http://ir.steeldynamics.com/Documentation 
Large volumes of electricity and natural gas are required to melt ferrous materials and transform metal into high-quality finished 
steel products at our six EAF mills. Management conducts regular operational reviews of energy volumes and costs within each 
department and facility. Additionally, our facilities share best practices on energy conservation to ensure continual improve-
ment. Management reviews and evaluates conversion costs and energy usage per ton to ensure we operate as efficiently as 
possible. We believe in empowering our employees and rewarding them for their achievements through a performance-based 
compensation program. One component of this program focuses on employees’ productivity, cost control and efficient use of 
assets. For additional information, please see our environmental policy located on our website at http://ir.steeldynamics.com/
Documentation.

302-3 Energy intensity 
Location: Page 39 
Energy intensity is calculated as natural gas and electricity kilowatt hours per ton of steel produced at our six EAF steel mill 
locations, where the majority of our energy use occurs.

Water

103 - 1, 2, 3 Management Approach 
Location: Page 39 and environmental policy located on our website at http://ir.steeldynamics.com/Documentation 
We recognize that, as corporate citizens, we must understand potential environmental impacts of our steelmaking process, so 
we ensure these natural resources are used responsibly. We use withdrawn water for contact- and noncontact-cooling water in 
our steel mills, where cooling is necessary to provide high-quality steel products. We have no steel mills located in water-scarce 
regions. We understand the impact our operations may have on the water supply at the local level. In the communities where 
our steel mills operate, we have implemented water reuse programs. Our facilities are designed with cascading water systems 
to maximize the use of withdrawn water. Water from noncontact water systems is reused in other noncontact water systems  
or in contact water systems. Our steel mills’ total system water demand in 2017 was 434.3 billion gallons of water. However,  
as a result of the reuse programs we have implemented, our total water withdrawal in 2017 was 3.8 billion gallons of water.  
The total volume of water reused by the organization was 430.5 billion gallons of water, or 99% of total system water demand 
and over 11,000% of the total water withdrawn in 2017. Withdrawing water in larger volumes more frequently would be more 
costly. To evaluate the amount of water withdrawn, our water wells utilized for production processes have flow meters, and the 
results are directly communicated to management and are included in an annual report to the Department of Natural Resources 
or designated state regulatory authority. For additional information, please see our environmental policy located on our website 
at http://ir.steeldynamics.com/Documentation.

303-3 Water recycled and reused 
Location: Page 39 
The boundary for this disclosure is our six EAF steel mill locations where the majority of our water use occurs. When calculating 
the Total System Demand in the water reuse calculations for all six mills, annual water usage was based on 355 days of operation 
per year to account for plant maintenance/down days.
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Emissions

103 - 1, 2, 3 Management Approach 
Location: Pages 40-41 and environmental policy located on our website at http://ir.steeldynamics.com/Documentation 
The majority of our greenhouse gas (GHG) and other emissions come from our steel mill facilities, where electric arc furnaces are  
used for steelmaking. We endeavor for continuous improvement in minimizing carbon dioxide emissions, while maintaining  
compliance with regulated emission limits. Our air emissions are managed by control devices with best available control technologies  
according to our permits—baghouses capture particulate matter (PM), combustion chambers convert carbon monoxide, natural 
gas-fired burners are designed to reduce nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions, and thermal oxidizers destroy paint line volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs). We evaluate our greenhouse gas emissions by regularly reviewing furnace performance and efficiency.  
Routine testing of air emissions and frequent monitoring of our operations give us the ability to ensure compliance with permits 
and the safe and sustainable production of our high-quality steel products. Our facilities must be in compliance with relevant 
local, state and federal air quality standards and emission limits. In accordance with United States law, our six EAF steel mills 
annually report GHG emissions to the US Environmental Protection Agency. Additionally, other air emissions are submitted 
regularly to state and federal regulators to maintain our permits. For additional information, please see our environmental policy 
located on our website at http://ir.steeldynamics.com/Documentation.

305-1 Direct (scope 1) GHG emissions 
Location: Page 40 
The boundary for this disclosure is our six EAF steel mill locations, where the majority of our emissions occur. CO2, CH4 and 
N20 gases were included in this calculation. We did not have biogenic CO2 emissions. The consolidation approach used for 
calculating emissions was operational control. Emissions factors are per 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 98 Subpart  
C and Subpart Q. Global warming potentials are per Table A-1 to Subpart A of 40 CFR 98. Basis of carbon content was  
determined per various suppliers, Continuous Emission Monitoring System (CEMS) records and American Society for  
Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards.

305-4 GHG emissions intensity 
Location: Page 40 
The boundary for this disclosure is our six EAF steel mill locations where the majority of our emissions occur. The GHG emissions 
included in this ratio are Scope 1. CO2, CH4 and N20 gases were included in this calculation. For the Columbus flat roll mill  
location, there was a change in the CO2 emission measurement methodology. CO2 emissions in 2015 and 2016 were calculated 
using stack tests, and 2017 emissions were calculated using CEMS data.

305-7 Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), and other significant air emissions 
Location: Page 41 
The boundary for this disclosure is our six EAF steel mill locations where the majority of our emissions occur. During 2017,  
we had 1,921 tons of nitrogen oxide emissions, 1,081 tons of sulfur dioxide emissions, 396 tons of volatile organic compound 
emissions, 40 tons of hazardous air pollutant emissions and 789 tons of particulate matter emissions. Source of emission factors 
used and standards, methodologies, assumptions or calculation tools used include AP-42 Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission 
Factors, material balance, stack measurements and CEMS.

Effluents and Waste

103 - 1, 2, 3 Management Approach 
Location: Pages 25, 41-42 and environmental policy located on our website at http://ir.steeldynamics.com/Documentation 
Our EAF steel mills generate various nonhazardous and hazardous wastes in the steelmaking process. We follow strict procedures  
for how wastes are handled and disposed of or recycled. One way we take extra measures to responsibly manage our hazardous 
waste stream is by diverting EAF dust from landfills to zinc recovery companies. To minimize disposal of other byproducts of the 
manufacturing process, we assess what materials are considered reusable and divert those materials to be recycled versus sent 
to a landfill. Where feasible, we recycle materials onsite (e.g., scrap) and offsite (e.g., used oil, universal waste). We continually 
look for ways to minimize waste generation and the costs associated with nonhazardous and hazardous wastes. Volumes of 
waste sent to landfill are reviewed and communicated to facility management regularly. Performance-based incentive programs 
reward employees for reducing waste and increasing efficiency, while also safely producing quality products for our customers. 
For additional information, please see our environmental policy located on our website at http://ir.steeldynamics.com/Docu-
mentation.

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 
Location: Page 41 
The boundary for this disclosure is our six EAF steel mill locations. In 2017, the total weight of hazardous waste was 151,911 net 
tons which included the following disposal methods: 2,073 net tons were recycled, 148,235 net tons were recovered, 70 net 
tons were incinerated, 231 net tons were injected into a deep well, and 1,302 net tons were landfilled. In 2017, the total weight of 
nonhazardous waste was 543,342 net tons which included the following disposal methods: 22,519 net tons were reused, 272,488 
net tons were recycled, 103,966 net tons were recovered and 144,369 net tons were landfilled. Slag is not included in the values 
reported for nonhazardous waste, rather slag is considered a byproduct in the steel industry. The waste disposal method was 
determined by information provided by waste disposal contractors.
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Social Disclosures 2016
Occupational Health and Safety

103 - 1, 2, 3 Management Approach 
Location: Pages 15-22 
Safety is and always will be our primary focus and a core value. Our goal is to achieve zero incidents—no accidents, no lost  
workdays, no injuries. Nothing is more important than the safety and welfare of our employees.  
At Steel Dynamics, valuing people includes providing a safe work environment and creating a culture of safety that extends 
beyond work, to our homes and communities. The company, employees, third-party visitors, as well as their families and friends, 
are impacted by the occupational health and safety at our facilities. 

403-1 Workers’ representation in formal joint management - worker health and safety committees 
Location: Pages 17-20 
In 2015, we formed the Core Safety Group (CSG), which today guides the company-wide safety culture and program for 100%  
of our employees. The CSG consists of members with both safety and operational expertise from each of the company’s three 
primary operating platforms: Steel Operations, Metals Recycling and Steel Fabrication. The CSG is the vehicle for our coordinated 
safety communication, collaboration and alignment across operating platforms and locations. The CSG's primary goal is to guide 
the overall safety program toward achievement of zero incidents.

403-2 Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days and absenteeism, and number of work-related fatalities 
Location: Page 19 
We follow the United States Occupational Safety and Health Administration standard 1904 when recording and reporting 
statistics. The statistics provided are for employees and workers whose work is supervised by Steel Dynamics. The main 
types of injuries recorded in 2017 were lacerations, fractures, sprains/strains, contusions, burns and eye irritation. The days 
away from work rate (days away from work cases x 200,000 / hours worked) was 0.32 in 2017. The occupational disease 
rate (occupational disease cases x 200,000 / hours worked) was 0.05 in 2017. The severity rate (days away from work x 
200,000 / hours worked) in 2017 was 12.77. Days refers to calendar days, and the lost days count begins the day after the 
accident. We had no fatalities in 2017. Workers who are not under direct supervisory control by Steel Dynamics do not have 
recordable injuries by type and total recordable injury rate tracked by us. Onsite contractors and suppliers are informed 
about occupational health and safety precautions before beginning their work. All contractors operating on our premises 
attest to comprehensive safety programs within their own organizations. Additional programs may need to be verified 
depending on the scope of work being performed. This helps ensure safety for all individuals operating on our sites. With 
regard to working conditions (occupational safety), there are no gender-specific differences. Therefore, no gender-specific 
analysis is currently published and none is planned for the future.

Training and Education

103 - 1, 2, 3 Management Approach 
Location: Pages 26-27 
We recognize that the skills and knowledge of our employees are critical to our success. Our educational assistance program 
encourages personal development through formal education, so that employees can maintain and improve job-related skills.  
Our goal is to provide employees with education and training that can enhance their current responsibilities and provide  
opportunities for advancement. Steel Dynamics provides career growth and development opportunities to employees  
throughout the company at many levels. As our company grows, building talent for the future remains our focus. 
Feedback on the various training programs offered is provided formally via anonymous surveys and informally through conversation. 
The feedback is utilized to adjust future trainings.

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs 
Location: Pages 26-27 
We offer a comprehensive benefits package, including a retirement savings plan that concentrates on retirement readiness.  
Services include group and individual retirement meetings covering topics from early career savings to near and after 
retirement planning. Also provided is a healthcare concierge service that assists in identifying and enrolling in healthcare 
post-employment.






